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INTRODUCTION
1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the background to the project, the require-

ments and objectives and acknowledgements.

1.1 Background

The idea to design a Digital signal processor at the Department of

Electrical Engineering, Division of Electronic Systems for research

purposes in low power science and in undergraduate courses at

Linköpings University was born in fall 2002. As a reference proces-

sor, the 40 MHz, 24 bit Motorola DSP 56002 was chosen. The current

goal is to have a fully functional design ready by August 2003.

The initial stage was to create a behavioural model of the DSP to

facilitate the hardware implementation. A number of programming

languages was considered, and C was decided to be the most favoura-

ble to use. The model is implemented as an interpretative simulator,

and its outputs is compared with the results generated by the hardware

log of the Motorola DSP56002 to verify its function. This task was

carried out as a master thesis work by Ulrik Lindblad and Patrik Tha-

lin in spring 2002.4

The current stage of the project is to implement the DSP using

VHDL. Ulrik and Patrik is participating, Thomas Johansson, research

engineer, and me as well as other final year students where each group

is assigned a block in the processor. Another group of students is

making a Graphical User Interface for the model as their PUM project

(PUM is an undergraduate course at the Departement of Computer

and Information Science).

1.2 Objective

The objective of this thesis work was to make a hardware implemen-

tation of a part of the DSP called the Program Address Generator

(PAG), using VHDL language to describe the hardware. The PAG unit

contains the PC register and the stack as well as some others internal

registers. Its task is to update the PC according to the program flow

and to point out where the next instruction to be decoded can be found

in the program memory.

As a reference, the PAG unit in the Motorola DSP 56002 is used. The

basics of this PAG unit is described in the Motorola 56k Family Man-

ual. As the DSP should be instruction-set compatible with the

Motorola DSP, it is important that the timing and program flow is

equivalent with this processor.
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INTRODUCTION
In addition, a test program had to be created to verify the function of

the PAG for some instructions and combinations of instructions. As

the PAG was constructed independently of the other parts, such a pro-

gram would be essential for the other participants of the project when

it came to composing the parts and making the final tests.

A complete users manual had to be written, to simplify understanding

of the PAG for the project members and to make upgrades easier to

make. This manual includes every signal and block in the PAG, as

well as requirements on inputs and definitions of outputs and timing

specifications. I have chosen only to include parts of the manual in the

appendix of this report, as most of it is interesting only from the

project designers point of view.

1.3 Acknowledgements

I would like to thank my supervisors Thomas Johansson, Ulrik Lind-

blad and Patrik Thalin for their patience with my many questions. I

would also like to thank my examiner Mark Vesterbacka for his sup-

port, and my opponent Ivan Kurda for her suggestions and comments

on this report.
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TOOLS
2 TOOLS

This chapter describes the tools used during the project.

2.1 About VHDL

In the first half of the 1990s the industry experienced an explosion in

demand for personal computers, cellular telephones and high-speed

data communication devices. To supply the market with these prod-

ucts, designers would suddenly have to deal with ICs with more than

100 000 gates, which was no longer possible to realise with gate-level

descriptions or Boolean equations. This situation increased the need

for a high-level language that could be compiled into gate logic, and

VHDL, Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description

language, satisfied these demands. With such a tool you could pro-

gramme CPLDs (Complex Programmable Logic Devices) and

FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays).1

VHDL has many advantages. It supports the picture of a multi-level

design, with different blocks connected with buses and signals, thus

making programming more logical and easier to grasp. The code can

be written as boolean expressions, in sequential statements, like in C,

or as a state machine. Also, one can simulate the design and discover

bugs and flaws before the synthesis, saving a great amount of time.

VHDL also have a number of shortcomings, and the most common

concerns are: (1) One give up the control of defining the gate-level

implementation of circuits that are described at a high level, (2) the

implementation created by the synthesis tools are inefficient, and (3)

the quality of the synthesis varies from one tool to another. There is

no way around the two first concerns, but tests shows that the hard-

ware produced by most synthesis tools are in fact very efficient. As to

the third concern, synthesis technology is still maturing and just like

all compilers improving with time.

2.2 Design tools

VHDL can be written in any kind of text editor, for example Emacs.

However I used the HDL Designer software from Mentor Graphics,

which is a program that provides a GUI. Here the user can add blocks

and connect them with signals, and write separate VHDL code for

different blocks. The generator will then translate these connections

and blocks into VHDL code that may be compiled.

HDL Designer also introduces support for constructing finite state

machines by placing nodes and drawing transition lines between
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TOOLS
them, that are then generated into VHDL code. This function was

used mainly for the Program Flow Controller (chapter 4.3) were it

simplified my task considerably.

2.3 Simulation tools

The simulation (and testing) was done in ModelSim from Mentor

Graphics. The benefits of this program is that in addition to the com-

piled VHDL code, a so-called do-file can be used as input to Model-

Sim. The do-file, written by the user, contains input information for

the signals and buses and when they are to be set/reset. It is also pos-

sible to programme the do-file to compare the generated output values

with expected values, and to generate error messages if any deviation

should occur. This sort of testing is obviously much more efficient

than making continuous observations of a waveform graph.

2.4 Documentation tools

This report, as well as the manual, is written in Adobe’s Framemaker

as is standard practice on ISY. The manual was initially considered to

be written in the free software VHDLdoc7. This program translates

code notation into html documents, including list of inputs/outputs to

the blocks and then creates a tree-structure of the documents accord-

ing to the structure of the design. In the end VHDLdoc was not used,

but the manual layout follows a similar design.
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DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
3 DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

This chapter will describe DSP in general, and the Motorola

DSP56002 more specifically.

3.1 Digital signal processing

Digital signal processing is the arithmetic processing of real-time sig-

nals that are sampled at regular intervals and digitized. Examples of

DSP processing include the following:

• Filtering of signals.

• Convolution, which is the mixing of two signals.

• Correlation, which is a comparison of two signals.

• Rectification, amplification and transformation of a signal.

All these functions have earlier been performed using analog circuits.

Nowadays, semiconductor technology provide the processing power

necessary to digitally perform these and other functions using DSPs.

Today you will find DSPs in all electronic areas, such as personal

computers, graphic accelerators, network cards, cellular phones,

secure communications, broadcasting, tone generation, noise cancel-

lation, digital television, navigation etc.

The standard inputs and outputs of a DSP goes through an  A/D and

D/A converter, as the reality tend to be analogue. There are however a

number of advantages with using digital devices for signal process-

ing, including fewer components, wide range of applications, high

noise immunity and the possibility to run self-tests. Also, as a DSP is

a microcomputer, you can write different programs for the same DSP,

allowing the same unit to be used in a large number of different

areas.2

3.2 The Motorola 56k family DSPs

The block diagram of the general purpose Harvard architecture 56k

DSPs from Motorola is shown in figure 1.
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DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
FIGURE 1. Block diagram of Motorola 56k DSP

The bus structure of the DSP56K is divided into two bundles of bidi-

rectional buses, the 16-bit address buses and the 24-bit data buses.

This enables the processing module to, under the same instruction

cycle (two clock cycles), make one computation using the ALU, and

at the same time access both the X memory and the Y memory, thus

moving data between different registers without any delay. All I/O

transfers occur over the GDB, and instructions are fetched from pro-

gram memory over the PDB.

The architecture allows a three-stage pipeline for the instruction exe-

cution, consisting of Instruction Fetch, Instruction Decode and

Instruction Execution. The instruction format is 24-bit wordlength,

but some instruction occupies two words, where the second word is

the operand.

The data ALU performs all of the arithmetic and logical operations. It

consists of four 24-bit input registers, two 48-bit accumulator regis-

ters, two 8-bit accumulator extension registers and accumulator shift-

ers, two data bus shifter/limiter circuits and a parallel, single-cycle

non-pipelined Multiply-Accumulator (MAC) unit.
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DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
The Address Generation Unit (AGU) performs all of the address stor-

age and address calculations necessary to indirectly address data

operands in memory. It operates in parallel with other resources to

minimize address generation overhead. The AGU has two identical

address arithmetic units that can generate two 16-bit addresses every

instruction cycle. Each of the arithmetic units can perform three types

of arithmetic: linear, modulo and reverse-carry.

The Program Control Unit (PCU) performs instruction prefetch,

instruction decoding, hardware DO loop control and interrupt (or

exception) processing. It consists of three components: the Program

Address Generator (PAG), the Program Decode Control (PDC) and

the Program Interrupt Control (PIC). The PDC is a ROM that trans-

lates the instruction word into necessary control signals to the proces-

sor. One 24-bit instruction is transformed in over 100 control signals

to all parts of the DSP. The PIC handles the interrupt state of the proc-

essor. For information about the PAG, see the following chapter.
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THE PROGRAM ADDRESS GENERATOR DESIGN
4 THE PROGRAM ADDRESS GENERATOR
DESIGN

This chapter deals with the function of the PAG unit and how it was

implemented. Some ideas on the structure of the PAG was inspired

from [9].

4.1 Requirements

The PAG units task is to fetch the next instruction in program memory

(PM) that is to be decoded. This means that the PAG controls the fetch

stage of the pipeline. Under normal circumstances, when the PC is

incremented with one, this should take one i.c (instruction cycle), that

is, two clock cycles. There are however some cases when the PAGs

fetching works in other ways and these exceptions are signalled by

the PDC when such an instruction have been decoded.

4.1.1 Instructions
The following instruction causes a change in the flow of the PAG

(branch control), and should therefore be implemented. Their execu-

tion time is also stated below.

• All jump and conditional jump instructions (JMP, Jcc...). The PC is

loaded with the address specified in the operand and sent to PM.

Time: 2 i.c.

• All subroutine jump and conditional subroutine jump instruc-

tions, (JSR, JSRcc...). The PC is loaded with the address specified

in the operand and sent to PM, and the old value of PC and SR is

stored on the stack. Time: 2 i.c.

• The return from subroutine (RTS)  and return from interrupt (RTI)

instructions. The PC (and SR for RTI) are pulled from the stack and

loaded into corresponding register. PC is then sent to PM. Time: 2

i.c.

• The DO and ENDDO instruction (hardware loops). The DO

instruction initiates an interruptible loop, stating the number of

times it is to be repeated and the address of the last instruction to be

repeated. The PC and SR is pushed on the stack, as well as the old

LA and LC (to support nested loops). The LF in SR is set to signal

that a loop is running. The ENDDO instruction is not needed, and is

only used to exit a loop before it has been repeated the times speci-

fied in the DO instruction. Time: 3 and 1 i.c, respectively.

• The REP instruction (one instruction looping). The uninterruptable

REP instruction repeats the next instruction the given number of

times. The instruction is only fetched once and kept in a backup

instruction register. Time: 1 i.c.
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THE PROGRAM ADDRESS GENERATOR DESIGN
The MOVEx instructions may all affect registers in the PAG, however

without affecting the fetch stage. The MOVEx acts like a standard

ASM MOV instruction, which means that it copies data from one reg-

ister (the source) to another register (the destination). However, the

MOVEx instructions is special in the way that it addresses the control

registers found in the PAG (SR, SP, SS, LA or LC), either as its source

or destination, and thus needs special routines.

4.1.2 The blocks
The PAG should contain the following parts:

• PC. Program Counter. This 16-bit register points to the address of

the instruction to be fetched from PM.

• SR. Status Register. This 16-bit register contains the status flags

(overflow, interrupt level....) of the processor.

• SP. Stack Pointer register. This 6-bit register points to the topmost

row in the stack and contains the stack error flags.

• LA. Loop Address register. A 16-bit register that points to the last

instruction in a hardware loop.

• LC. Loop Counter register. A 16-bit register that contains the

number of times left for the current loop to be executed.

•  SS. System Stack. A 15x32 bit internal memory stack to store the

PC and SR, as well as the LA and LC in case of hardware loops.

• OMR. Operating Mode Register. The operating mode of the DSP

decides memory mapping and start-up procedures.

More detailed information about the separate registers and instruc-

tions can be found in section 4.4.

4.2 Implementation

As the operation of the PAG unit is directly dependent of the decoded

instruction signal, one ‘master control unit’ was needed to supervise

the flow of the PAG.3 This unit, called the Program Flow Controller

(PFC), is a synchronous finite state machine controlled by the master

clock and a number of control signals from the PDC. The PFC sends

control signals to the other asynchronous parts of the PAG, thus ulti-

mately controlling the flow of the PAG. See figure below.
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THE PROGRAM ADDRESS GENERATOR DESIGN
FIGURE 2. Simplified block diagram of the PAG unit.

It is important to remember that, when an instruction has been

decoded and the control signals from the PDC has been generated and

sent to the PFC, the PC already points to the next instruction due to

the pipeline. This means, in the case of a jump instruction, the instruc-

tion after the jump has already been fetched when the PDC ‘discov-

ers’ the jump instruction, and this instruction then has to be scrapped.

See example below.
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THE PROGRAM ADDRESS GENERATOR DESIGN
In addition to the parts mentioned in the Requirements chapter, some

other hardware blocks had to be implemented (some of them are tem-

porary for testing purposes).

• The IR register is a one-instruction latch intended for the REP

instruction (temporary solution).5

• The LA-PC comparer detects if the end of a loop have been reached

(temporary solution).

• The SP-Decoder translates the pointer part of the SP to one-hot

code.

• The MOVEx FSM controls MOVEx readings and writings to the

stack.

• The PREV_PC contains a copy of the previous PC value (used for

JSR instructions).

4.3 The Program Flow Controller

The PFC was implemented as a synchronous finite state machine,

which is the Its inputs comes from the PDC and the LA-PC comparer,

and they control which branch is to be taken. In start-up mode, the

PFC is in its Idle state. On a positive clock edge, it decides, depending

on the last instruction decoded, the action of the PAG. The possible

branches are listed below. They are described in more detail in the

manual.

4.3.1 Normal
 In normal runtime, the PC is incremented by one and sent over the

PAB in the first clock cycle, leaving one clock cycle to the PM to find

and send the instruction to the decode unit.

Time: 1 i.c.

4.3.2 Jump
Any conditional or unconditional jump instruction leads to this

branch. The PFC waits for the jump address to be calculated (may

take up to 10 clock cycles) and reads it from either GDB or the inter-

nal bus, then updates the PC with the jump address and sends it to the

PM in the first clock cycle.

FI DI EI

JMP ADD INC

JMP ADD

INC JMP

INC JMP
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THE PROGRAM ADDRESS GENERATOR DESIGN
Time: 2 i.c. + address calculation time.

4.3.3 Subroutine jump
Any conditional or unconditional subroutine jump instruction leads to

this branch. The PFC begins with increasing the SP by one. The PFC

then waits until the jump address is calculated, and reads it from

either GDB or the internal bus, then updates the PC with the jump

address and sends it to the PM. The PC and SR is then pushed onto

the stack (PC is pushed on bit 31-16 (higher stack portion), SR is

pushed on bit 15-0 (lower stack portion)

Time: 2 i.c. + address calculation time.

4.3.4 Return from subroutine and return from interrupt
If a RTS instruction is decoded, the PC is fetched from the top of SS

and sent to the PM. The SR is not fetched. The SP is then decre-

mented with one. In the third clock cycle, the PC is increased and

another instruction is prefetched.

If a RTI instruction is decoded, the PC and SR is fetched from the top

of SS. The old contents of SR is overwritten. The SP is then decre-

mented with one. In the third clock cycle, the PC is increased and

another instruction is prefetched.

Time: 2 i.c.

4.3.5 DO loop
If a DO instruction is decoded, the SP is increased with one. The PFC

then waits for the LC to be fetched and put on either the GDB or the

internal bus. Then LC is written, at the same time as the old LC and

LA are pushed onto the higher and lower portion of the stack, respec-

tively. The SP is then increased again, and the PC and SR is pushed

onto the stack, and the new LA is written into the LA register from the

internal bus. In the last clock cycle, the LF of the SR is set, indicating

that a DO loop has been entered.

Time: 3 i.c. + LC calculation time

4.3.6 End of loop
If the end of a loop is signalled by the LA-PC comparer, this cycle

begins. Initially, the LF bit of the SR stored on the stack is pulled (to

support nested loops). The SP is then decreased by one. The LA and

LC is then pulled from the stack, and in the fourth clock cycle the SP

is decreased again. Then a new instruction is fetched, see Normal

above.
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THE PROGRAM ADDRESS GENERATOR DESIGN
If the end of the loop is reached by the decoding of an ENDDO

instruction rather than by the command of the LA-PC comparer, the

instruction fetch at the end is skipped.

Time: 3 i.c.

4.3.7 Continue loop
In case the LA-PC comparer signals that the loop should continue, the

PC is copied (not pulled) from the stack into the PC register, and the

PC is sent to PM.

Time: 1 i.c.

4.3.8 Repeat
Should a REP instruction be decoded, this cycle begins. Initially, the

PFC waits for the REP operand (number of times to repeat instruc-

tion) to be calculated and put on either the GDB or the internal bus.

The operand is loaded into the LC register, and the old value is stored

in a temporary register. In the second clock cycle, the PFC tells the

PDC that the instruction can be found in the IR register. It then

decreases the LC with one, and continues to do this until LC equals

one, where upon the LC is restored and a new instruction is fetched as

in the Normal case.

4.4 The registers and the stack

The functions of the registers and the stack are described here. They

were implemented in a rather similar, asynchronous style controlled

by the PFC.

4.4.1 Program Counter
The PC is a 16 bit register which points to the row in Program Mem-

ory which is to be executed next. It can be increased with one, or

overwritten from a number of sources, declared by the PFC. The PC

is stacked in SSH during subroutine jumps and hardware loops.

4.4.2 Status Register
The SR is a 16 bit register which stores the hardware status flags. It is

divided into a higher and lower portion, called the mode register (MR,

bit 15-8) and the condition code register (CCR, bit 7-0), respectively.

The MR defines the current system state of the processor and contains

flags such as the loop flag (LF), interrupt level etc. Almost every part

of the DSP may affect the MR flags.
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THE PROGRAM ADDRESS GENERATOR DESIGN
The CCR defines the current user state of the processor, and contains

among others the overflow, carry and scaling flags. The CCR bits are

directly affected by the ALU operations.

Most units are dependent of the SR, and it can be read by the rest of

the DSP. It may also be read or overwritten by a MOVEx instruction

via the GDB. Each bit may also be independently read or written

through a multiplexer with one-hot addressing mode. The SR is

stacked in the SSL during subroutine jumps and hardware loops.

4.4.3 Stack Pointer
The SP is a 6 bit wide register, where bit 0-3 points to the topmost

row in the stack. Bit 4 is the Stack Error bit, and bit 5 is the Stack

Underflow bit. If either bit 4 or 5 is set, a critical error is sent to the

Interrupt Controller (that is, if a pull occurs when SP = 000000, SP

will be 111111, or if a push occurs when SP = 001111, SP will be

010000).

The SP may be increased or decreased. Usually, it is increased before

a stack push, and decreased after a stack pull. However, the MOVEx

instructions, which specifies SS as their source or destination, also

affects the SP. A MOVEx instruction may also specify the SP as its

source or destination. GDB is used in this case.

4.4.4 Loop Address Register
The LA is a 16 bit wide register where the address of the last instruc-

tion of a hardware loop is stored. This register is only used in hard-

ware loops. When a new value is loaded into the LA, it is pre-

decremented with one. This is done to support two-word instructions,

and the ASM programmer should be aware of this. The LA may also

be read or written via the GDB by a MOVEx instruction. The LA is

stacked in the high portion of SS during hardware loops.

4.4.5 Loop Counter Register
The LC is a 16 bit register where the number of times the loop is to be

repeated. This register is used for hardware loops (DO-loops) and for

the REP instruction. If the value to be loaded into LC equals zero, the

LC is set to $FFFF. The LC also contains a 16 bit backup register that

is used by the REP instruction. The LC may also be read or written

via the GDB by a MOVEx instruction. The LC is stacked in the low

portion of SS during hardware loops.
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THE PROGRAM ADDRESS GENERATOR DESIGN
4.5 The supporting hardware

In addition to the PFC and the registers, a number of other blocks had

to be implemented in order to make the PAG work correctly. They are

presented below.

4.5.1 The LA-PC comparer
The purpose of the LA-PC comparer unit is to signal to the PFC if a

loop has come to its end. If the loop flag (LF) in the SR is set, this unit

will examine the PC and the LA. If PC does not equal LA, nothing

happens. If PC equals LA, the last instruction of the loop has been

reached. LC is checked. If LC then equals one, end of loop is sig-

nalled to the PFC. If LC is greater than one, continue loop is signalled

and a new iteration starts.

4.5.2 Backup Instruction Register
The IR is a 16 bit wide backup register, which stores an instruction if

the PAG is currently executing a REP instruction. The PDC then reads

this register instead of the PDB when it want the next instruction. This

temporarily removes the fetch stage of the pipeline, and thus increases

the execution speed.

4.5.3 SP-Decoder
The SP-Decoder translates the pointer part of the SP (the four lowest

bits) into a 15 bit one-hot row selector. For example, if SP = 0011, the

output of the SP-Decoder will be 0000000000000100, that is, 3. This

is done to minimize time and hardware resources needed of the SS to

select which row to read/write.

4.5.4 MOVEx state-machine
Usually, MOVEx instructions that affects registers in the PAG does

not interfere with its function. However, if the SSH or the SSL are

specified as either the source or destination of a MOVEx instruction,

the SP will be affected. To control the timing, the MOVEx state-

machine was implemented.

If SSH is specified as the destination, the SP is increased in the first

clock cycle. SSH is then written in the second clock cycle. If SSH is

specified as the source, it is read in the first clock cycle and the SP is

then decremented in the following clock cycle.

If SSL is specified as the destination, it is written without any pre-

incrementation of the SP. If SSL is specified as the source, it is read

without any post-decrementation of the SP.
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4.5.5 PREV_PC register
Due to the timing requirements for the JSR and JScc instructions, this

backup register of the PC is needed. The PREV_PC register is simply

a 16 bit wide backup latch, which stores the old PC value so that it

may be written to the SSH in the end of a JSR or JScc instruction. In

all other cases, the PC is copied from the original PC register.

4.6 The PAG functions summarized

Below follows a summary of what happens in the PAG for each

instruction. The data is assumed to be found on the GDB in all cases.

The addressing mode is assumed to take zero clock cycles.

Normal fetch (most instructions):

Jump instruction (JMP, Jcc...):

Jump to subroutine instruction (JSR, JScc...):

RTS instruction:

RTI instruction:

i.c Function

1 PC <= PC + 1; PAB <= PC

i.c Function

1 PC <= GDB; PAB <= PC

2 PC <= PC + 1; PAB <= PC

i.c Function

1 PC <= GDB; PAB <= PC;  SP <= SP + 1

SSH <= PREV_PC; SSL <= SR

2 PC <= PC + 1; PAB <= PC

i.c Function

1 PC <= SSH; PAB <= PC;  SP <= SP - 1

2 PC <= PC + 1; PAB <=  PC

i.c Function

1 PC <= SSH; SR <= SSL; PAB <= PC;  SP <= SP - 1

2 PC <= PC + 1; PAB <=  PC
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DO loop (DO):

End of loop:

Repeat instruction (REP):

MOVEx instruction (writing to SSH):

i.c Function

1 SP <= SP + 1; SSH <= LA; SSL <= LC; LC <= GDB

2 SP <= SP + 1; SSH <= PC; SSL <= SR

LA <= GDB

3 LF <= 1

i.c Function

1 LF <= SSL[15]; SP <= SP - 1; LA <= SSH; LC <= SSL

PC <= PC + 1; PAB <= PC

2 SP <= SP - 1; PC <= PC + 1; PAB <= PC

i.c Function

1 LC_TEMP <= LC; LC <= GDB; PDB <= IR

2 LC <= LC - 1; PDB <= IR (repeats)

3 (end of REP:) LC <= LC_TEMP

PC <= PC + 1; PAB <= PC;

i.c Function

1 SP <= SP + 1; SSH <= GDB;
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5 TESTING AND SIMULATION

This chapter describes how the PAG design was simulated and tested,

and how the script files for future testing works.

5.1 Waveform simulation

ModelSim offers an interactive simulation environment, where the

output signals is represented as waveform graphs. The method of ver-

ification is simple; the inputs are forced to their desired values, the

clock runs a number of cycles, and the waveform graphs is examined

manually. When designing the PAG, this method was the fastest and

most convenient to one, and it was used primarily.

ModelSim also take into account delta delays, skew, glitches and

other deviations from the perfect theoretical circuit that occur during

real run-time. It is therefore safe to say that the design will probably

work correctly if the simulation results is satisfying.

5.2 Automated testing

One part of the thesis work was to design a program which could test

the design automatically, without any need for the user to examine

waveform outputs. The original plan was to create a program that

translated ASM-code into a list of input signals that could be used as

an input to a VHDL test-bench. The program would then compare the

outputs with the expected ones for the specific ASM-program. This

idea was abandoned however, as it was considered too time-consum-

ing.

Instead, ModelSim’s inherent script language for automated testing

was used. One testfile was created for each instruction, and they oper-

ate in the following way:

In each clock cycle, the inputs of the PAG is forced to the desired val-

ues (according to the instruction it is currently testing). It then com-

pares the registers and outputs with their expected values according to

the design specification. If a value differs, an error is reported. This

makes it possible for the designer to make changes to the VHDL

source, then compile it and simply run the testfile. The clock cycle,

expected value and generated value is printed on the screen should an

error occur. This makes it easy for the designer to correct the error.

Each testfile begins with a description of the ASM code to be exe-

cuted, where the first instruction can be found on address $0001. This

means that there is a two i.c. start-up-time, the fetch and decode stage,
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until the first instruction is executed. The initial fetch and decode is

included in the testfiles to improve realism, so that errors in for exam-

ple the PC is easier to reveal.

5.3 Additional testing utilities

In addition to the ModelSim testing tools, the software simulator for

the Motorola chip was used. The results from ModelSim waveform

testing was compared to the outputs generated from the simulator, to

ensure total instruction compatibility.
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6 RESULTS

This chapter contains testing results, a list of known shortcomings,

suggestions to changes and a conclusion.

6.1 Testing results

The PAG design was considered complete when all automated tests

were completed without any errors and the results had been checked

manually. With some exceptions (see chapter 6.2) the PAG unit works

according to the design specification, and it is instruction compatible

with the Motorola 56k DSPs as far as it is possible to test and to the

designers current knowledge.

Synthesising the design was not a part of the thesis, and thus perform-

ance parameters such as maximum clock frequency, number of gates

required and critical path information etc. are unavailable.

6.2 Shortcomings and future changes

There are a number of parts of the PAG that are subject to further

changes, and some parts are not yet implemented due to various rea-

sons. They are listed in this chapter.

6.2.1 The OMR
The OMR has not been implemented. The manual is quite unclear of

how the OMR is used, and a more complete architecture of the DSP

should be designed before the OMR is implemented. However, this 6

bit register could possibly be designed in a similar way to the other

registers found in the PAG.

6.2.2 The SR
The SR is complete as far as the designer’s knowledge. Later, when

the ALU and other units are implemented, some special SR setting

modes might appear, like for example: invert a bit, set a bit "sticky" (a

bit that may not be changes back to 0 once it has become 1, except

with a hardware reset)etc. This should not be hard to implement,

using the SR_bitset selector that is implemented.

6.2.3 The LOOP and REP state machines
In the Motorola DSP56002, the LA-PC comparator, the LOOP state

machine and the REP state machine are included as a part of the PDC.

This means that no DO or REP or ENDDO cycle should exist in the

PFC. All of these elements was implemented, mainly for testing pur-

poses and to get a clearer picture of how the PAG works. In the final
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version, these parts could either stay were they are or be moved to the

PDC (with appropriate control signals generated to the PAG).

6.2.4 Timing
The time it takes for an instruction to execute does not always agree

with the time stated in the manual, or sometimes the manual gives a

questionable value. One such case is the end of loop processing,

which is not really an instruction. In this design, the end of a loop

management is done simultaneously with instruction execution.

(Important: That may turn out to be impossible, and a delay may

have to be introduced).

The JMP, Jcc, JSR, JScc, RTS and RTI, and DO instruction have the

same execution time as stated in the manual.

The REP instruction probably have the same timing as well, but this is

not verified.

Most MOVE instructions take shorter time (one i.c. instead of three)

than stated in the manual. It may show that this is impossible when

the DSP design is more complete.

6.2.5 Assembler coding
For the moment, a DO instruction may not be followed directly by

another DO instruction due to pipelining complications. However,

this should be solved when the DO state-machine is moved to the

PDC. Until then, a NOP instruction have to be inserted between two

nested loops.

At the moment, when LA is loaded from a DO instruction, the value

is decreased with one. This may in reality be done by the ASM com-

piler, and should in that case not be done by the hardware as well.

This can easily be changed by removing a row in the LA register

source code.

6.3 Conclusion

The task of designing a PAG unit using VHDL, carried out at ISY

Electronic Systems, was very rewarding indeed and the result was sat-

isfying. Apart from the issues covered in chapter 6.2, the PAG works

as intended.

Automated test files was created, as required. However, the future

usefulness of these files is questionable as the PAG will surely have to

be modified when integrated into the DSP to such an extent that the

testfiles will have to be rewritten.
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A documentation of the PAG unit intended mainly for members of the

DSP project was written. The purpose of this document is to simplify

upgrades of the PAG and the integration of the PAG with the DSP by

providing information on its function and requirements.
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8 APPENDIX A: SELECTED PARTS FROM
THE MANUAL

This chapter contains parts of the manual that may help to compre-

hend the functionality of the PAG. For more information, please refer

to [8].

8.1 Timing and input signal requirements

The timing i crucial in the PAG, and depending on which instruction

is fetched, different inputs are expected, mainly from the PDC, but

also bus-control signals. Here follows a list of all states and instruc-

tions that affects the PAG, plus instructions on how the buses are

used.

8.2 The PAG-PM communication

The send_pc signal is connected to the PM, and will only be set in the

first clock cycle of the fetch stage. This signal tells the PM that a valid

address now resides on the PAB. The PM now has one clock cycle to

put the correct data on the PDB. This two-cycle phase is the Fetch

Instruction stage.

Important: The PC is increased/changed in the same clock cycle as

send_pc is set, putting the PC on PAB. If a read is done exactly when

send_pc = 1 is detected, the old value of the PAB will be read by PM.

Therefore, the PM may want to delay the send_pc signal one clock

cycle, so that the right PAB value can be read. (This obviously

depends on how the PM will be constructed).

8.3 The PDC-PAG communication

After the fetch stage comes the two cycle decode instruction stage. In

the DI stage, a control-signal depending on the decoded instruction is

set. This affects the next fetch stage. Below follows a list of possible

control signals from the PDC and what the PDC should expect in the

coming cycles.

Note: Some instructions have their operand in a separate word after

the instruction. The decoding of the instruction reveals if the instruc-

tions has its operand in an extension word. If this is the case, one i.c.

could be saved if the decoder sends the data directly from the PDB to

the pdc_universal_bus (this does not apply to DO instructions,

where the extension word (LA) is not needed until the second execu-

tion cycle).
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Note 2: The signal fetch_next from the PDC has not been included in

the descriptions below. This signal is assumed to be set always, expect

when an interrupt or another diversion from normal runtime occur.

8.3.1 Startup and normal runtime
At startup, the signal normal must be set to make the PAG fetch the

first instruction. In normal runtime, the same signal is expected.

8.3.2 Jump Instructions
The following example illustrates what should happen if any jump

instruction is decoded. It takes 4 clock cycles to execute a JMP

instructions. Conditional jumps will take 6 clock cycles to execute.

JMP adr

ADD X:(R0),A

..

..

adr: MPY Y:(R1),A

IC 1: The JMP is fetched. PDC signals normal.

IC 2: The ADD is fetched, the JMP is decoded. The decoder signals

jmp. The decoder sets either data_on_gdb or data_on_unibus
(when data is available).

IC 3: The MPY is fetched (by the JMP execution). The decoder

ignores ADD. The PDC signals normal.

The JMP takes one i.c. to execute. It introduces a one i.c. delay by the

scrapping of the ADD instruction. If the jump address is in an exten-

sion word, this should be known by the PDC and the data from PM

should be redirected to the GDB or the universal bus. If the instruc-

tion is a conditional jump, at least one extra i.c. will be introduced,

where the condition is evaluated. If the condition is not met, the PDC

will instead signal normal.

IC FI DI EI

1 JMP

2 ADD JMP

3 MPY ADD JMP

4 MPY NOP

5 MPY
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8.3.3 Subroutine jump instructions
The following example illustrates what should happen if any jump to

subroutine instruction is decoded. It takes 4 clock cycles to execute a

JSR instruction. Conditional subroutine jumps will take one i.c. more

to execute (6 clock cycles).

JSR adr

ADD X:(R0),A

..

..

adr: MPY Y:(R2),A

INC A

IC 1: The JSR is fetched. PDC signals normal.

IC 2: The ADD is fetched. The JSR is decoded. PDC signals jsr.

IC 3: The JSR execution begins. The ADD is scrapped. The PDC sets

either data_on_gdb or data_on_unibus (when data is available). The

MPY instruction is fetched. normal is expected from the PDC.

IC 4: The INC is fetched in the last JSR stage.  MPY is decoded.

The JMP takes two i.c.  i.c. to execute. If the jump address is in an

extension word, this should be known by the PDC and the data from

PM should be redirected to the GDB or the universal bus. If the

instruction is a conditional subroutine jump, an extra i.c. will be intro-

duced, where the condition is evaluated. If the condition is not met,

the PDC will instead signal normal.

8.3.4 Return instructions
The RTS and RTI instruction executes similarly seen from outside the

PAG. They take 4 clock cycles to execute. This example illustrates a

RTS instruction.

RTS (SSH)

IC FI DI EI

1 JSR

2 ADD JSR

3 MPY ADD JSR

4 INC MPY JSR

5 INC MPY

6 INC
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CLR A

..

..

(SSH): MPY X:(R0+),B

INC A

IC 1: The RTS is fetched. normal is signaled.

IC 2: The CLR is fetched. The RTS is decoded. rts is set by the PDC.

IC 3: The CLR is scrapped. RTS is executed, and MPY is fetched as a

part of the RTS execution.

IC 4: The RTS instruction finishes by fetching INC. The PDC signals

normal.

Both the RTS and RTI instruction always takes two i.c. to execute, as

no addressing mode is used.

8.3.5 Repeat instructions
The REP instruction is introduced in the example below.

REP X0         (X0: 2)

ADD #2,A

MPY X1,R0

CLR B

IC FI DI EI

1 RTS

2 CLR RTS

3 MPY CLR RTS

4 INC MPY RTS

5 INC MPY

6 INC

IC FI DI EI

1 REP

2 ADD REP

3 ADD REP

4 ADD

5 MPY ADD ADD
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IC 1: The REP is fetched. normal is set.

IC 2: The ADD is fetched. The REP is decoded. rep is set by PDC.

data_on_unibus or data_on_gdb is set by PDC (when data is availa-

ble).

IC 3: The REP is executed. The ADD is scrapped. instr_in_ir tells

PDC that next i.c. decode should be from IR, not PM.

IC 4: ADD is decoded. No signal from PDC required (assumably

normal is set).

IC 5: ADD is executed. New ADD is decoded (also from IR). MPY is

fetched (as a part of the REP execution). normal is set by PDC.

IC 6: Second ADD is executed. MPY is decoded. CLR is fetched.

normal is set by PDC.

The REP instruction takes one i.c. to start up. It then executes contin-

uously until LC = 1, and then another i.c. to fetch the next instruction.

The PDB is directly connected to the IR, and should be placed in

high-impedance mode if it does not get send_pc from PAG.

8.3.6 DO and ENDDO
The DO instruction is typically used in the following way. It takes 6

clock cycles to execute. A ENDDO instruction takes two clock cycles

to execute.

DO #2,expr

expr

ADD #3,A

MPY X0,A

INC A       (expr row)

CLR A

6 CLR MPY ADD

7 MPY

IC FI DI EI

1 DO

2 expr DO

3 expr DO

4 ADD DO

5 MPY ADD DO
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IC 1: The DO is fetched. normal is set since earlier.

IC 2: The DO is decoded, expr is fetched. do is set by PDC.

IC 3: The DO is executed if data_on_gdb or data_on_unibus is set

(that is, if LC has been fetched). The expr value is held by the PDC.

IC 4: The DO continues execution, expr value is put on

pdc_universal_bus. The ADD is fetched (regardless of PDC flags).

IC 5: The DO finish execution, ADD is decoded. MPY is fetched (by

the DO instruction). normal is set by PDC.

IC 6: ADD is fetched (because of signal from LA-PC comparer),

MPY is decoded, and ADD is executed. The PDC is idle this cycle,

but should signal normal.

...

IC 8: The LA-PC comparer signals end of loop. INC is fetched as a

part of ENDDO execution. MPY is decoded, ADD executed.

IC 9: The enddo process continues. CLR is fetched, INC decoded and

MPY executed.

The DO instruction takes 3 i.c. to execute. The end of loop takes two

i.c. to "execute" (although no time is lost because of the two fetches

done by it).

Note: The ENDDO seen here is a "natural" ENDDO. In case an

ENDDO instruction is decoded, the flag enddo will be set. In this

case, the enddo cycle does take one i.c. to execute, as it must travel

through the pipeline.

6 ADD MPY ADD

7 MPY ADD MPY

8 (enddo/INC) MPY ADD

9 (enddo/clr) INC MPY

10 CLR INC

11 CLR

12

13
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9 APPENDIX B: ABBREVIATIONS

TABLE 1. List of abbreviations.

AGU Address Generator Unit

ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit

ASM Assembler

CCR Condition Code Register

DI Decode Instruction

DSP Digital Signal Processor

EI Execute Instruction

FI Fetch Instruction

GDB Global Data Bus

GUI Graphical User Interface

IC Integrated Circuit

i.c Instruction Cycle

IR Instruction Register

LA Loop Address register

LC Loop Counter register

LF Loop Flag

MR Mode Register

OMR Operating Mode Register

PAB Program Address Bus

PAG Program Address Generator

PC Program Counter

PCU Program Control Unit

PDB Program Data Bus

PDC Program Decode Controller

PFC Program Flow Control

PM Program Memory

SP Stack Pointer

SR Status Register

SS System Stack

SSH High portion of stack

SSL Low portion of stack
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